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ishmael is a 1992 philosophical novel by daniel quinn the novel examines
the hidden cultural biases driving modern civilization and explores
themes of ethics sustainability and global catastrophe ishmael is a novel
about a man who learns from a gorilla the true history and destiny of
humanity it is the first book of a series by daniel quinn a former publisher
and author of philosophy spirituality and environment books explore
daniel quinn s spiritual ishmael trilogy ishmael my ishmael the story of b
praise for ishmael as suspenseful inventive and socially urgent as any
fiction or nonfiction you are likely to read this or any other year welcome
to the home base for the novel ishmael the extraordinary gorilla teacher
and his creator author daniel quinn explore daniel quinn s spiritual
ishmael trilogy ishmael my ishmael the story of b praise for ishmael as
suspenseful inventive and socially urgent as any fiction or nonfiction you
are likely to read this or any other year ishmael the novel ishmael
teaches that which all humans need to learn must learn if our species
and the rest of life on earth is to survive ishmael is a novel about a man
who learns from a gorilla how to save the world from humanity s
destructive ways it is the first book in a spiritual trilogy by daniel quinn
who won the turner tomorrow fellowship for his work ishmael is a novel
that challenges the idea of human superiority over nature and explores
the concept of civilization it features a telepathic gorilla named ishmael
and his teacher a man who questions the status quo learn more about
the author the book and the reviews on goodreads one of the most
beloved and bestselling novels of spiritual adventure ever published
ishmael has earned a passionate following this special twenty fifth
anniversary edition features in ishmael which received the turner
tomorrow fellowship for the best work of fiction offering positive solutions
to global problems daniel quinn parses humanity s origins and its
relationship with nature in search of an answer to this challenging
question how can we save the world from ourselves through ishmael
quinn offers a wide ranging if highly general examination of the history of
our civilization illuminating the assumptions and philosophies at the heart
of many global problems a series of novels that explore the themes of
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ecology spirituality and human evolution the books feature a talking
gorilla named ishmael and his conversations with a human narrator when
bantam books first published ishmael a cult was born winner of the turner
tomorrow award a prize for fiction that offered solutions to global
problems it was an utterly unique story that earned raves from readers
and critics alike a novel about a gorilla named ishmael who teaches a
writer about the history and culture of the takers and the leavers two
groups of humans with different stories and values the novel explores the
themes of ecology religion and human nature through the perspective of
a gorilla ishmael is a philosophical novel written by david quinn and
published in 1992 it follows the conversations between an unnamed
protagonist who responds to a classified advertisement seeking students
and ishmael a telepathic gorilla buy ishmael an adventure of the mind
and spirit by quinn daniel from amazon s fiction books store everyday low
prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction daniel quinn s
philosophical novel ishmael an adventure of the mind and spirit opens
with the narrator reading the newspaper and finding himself both
disgruntled and intrigued by a personal advertisement the ad indicates
that a teacher is looking for a student interested in saving the world
daniel quinn author kirby heyborne narrator morgan freeman narrator 4 6
6 602 ratings see all formats and editions one of the most beloved and
best selling novels of spiritual adventure ever published ishmael has
earned a passionate following one of the most beloved and bestselling
novels of spiritual adventure ever published ishmael has earned a
passionate following this special twenty fifth anniversary edition features
a new foreword and afterword by the author ishmael is a 1992
philosophical novel by daniel quinn the novel examines the hidden
cultural biases driving modern civilization and explores themes of ethics
sustainability and global catastrophe
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ishmael quinn novel wikipedia Apr 29 2024 ishmael is a 1992
philosophical novel by daniel quinn the novel examines the hidden
cultural biases driving modern civilization and explores themes of ethics
sustainability and global catastrophe
ishmael ishmael 1 by daniel quinn goodreads Mar 28 2024 ishmael
is a novel about a man who learns from a gorilla the true history and
destiny of humanity it is the first book of a series by daniel quinn a
former publisher and author of philosophy spirituality and environment
books
ishmael a novel daniel quinn 9780553375404 amazon com books
Feb 27 2024 explore daniel quinn s spiritual ishmael trilogy ishmael my
ishmael the story of b praise for ishmael as suspenseful inventive and
socially urgent as any fiction or nonfiction you are likely to read this or
any other year
home ishmael org the work philosophy of daniel quinn Jan 26 2024
welcome to the home base for the novel ishmael the extraordinary gorilla
teacher and his creator author daniel quinn
ishmael a novel ishmael series book 1 amazon com Dec 25 2023
explore daniel quinn s spiritual ishmael trilogy ishmael my ishmael the
story of b praise for ishmael as suspenseful inventive and socially urgent
as any fiction or nonfiction you are likely to read this or any other year
the book ishmael org the work philosophy of daniel quinn Nov 24
2023 ishmael the novel ishmael teaches that which all humans need to
learn must learn if our species and the rest of life on earth is to survive
ishmael by daniel quinn 9780553375404 penguinrandomhouse
Oct 23 2023 ishmael is a novel about a man who learns from a gorilla
how to save the world from humanity s destructive ways it is the first
book in a spiritual trilogy by daniel quinn who won the turner tomorrow
fellowship for his work
ishmael by daniel quinn goodreads Sep 22 2023 ishmael is a novel
that challenges the idea of human superiority over nature and explores
the concept of civilization it features a telepathic gorilla named ishmael
and his teacher a man who questions the status quo learn more about
the author the book and the reviews on goodreads
ishmael a novel daniel quinn google books Aug 21 2023 one of the most
beloved and bestselling novels of spiritual adventure ever published
ishmael has earned a passionate following this special twenty fifth
anniversary edition features
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ishmael a novel by daniel quinn books on google play Jul 20 2023
in ishmael which received the turner tomorrow fellowship for the best
work of fiction offering positive solutions to global problems daniel quinn
parses humanity s origins and its relationship with nature in search of an
answer to this challenging question how can we save the world from
ourselves
amazon com ishmael 9780553078756 quinn daniel books Jun 19
2023 through ishmael quinn offers a wide ranging if highly general
examination of the history of our civilization illuminating the assumptions
and philosophies at the heart of many global problems
ishmael series by daniel quinn goodreads May 18 2023 a series of novels
that explore the themes of ecology spirituality and human evolution the
books feature a talking gorilla named ishmael and his conversations with
a human narrator
ishmael daniel quinn google books Apr 17 2023 when bantam books
first published ishmael a cult was born winner of the turner tomorrow
award a prize for fiction that offered solutions to global problems it was
an utterly unique story that earned raves from readers and critics alike
ishmael by daniel quinn plot summary litcharts Mar 16 2023 a novel
about a gorilla named ishmael who teaches a writer about the history
and culture of the takers and the leavers two groups of humans with
different stories and values the novel explores the themes of ecology
religion and human nature through the perspective of a gorilla
ishmael study guide sparknotes Feb 15 2023 ishmael is a
philosophical novel written by david quinn and published in 1992 it
follows the conversations between an unnamed protagonist who
responds to a classified advertisement seeking students and ishmael a
telepathic gorilla
ishmael an adventure of the mind and spirit amazon co uk Jan 14 2023
buy ishmael an adventure of the mind and spirit by quinn daniel from
amazon s fiction books store everyday low prices on a huge range of new
releases and classic fiction
book summary cliffsnotes Dec 13 2022 daniel quinn s philosophical novel
ishmael an adventure of the mind and spirit opens with the narrator
reading the newspaper and finding himself both disgruntled and intrigued
by a personal advertisement the ad indicates that a teacher is looking for
a student interested in saving the world
ishmael a novel ishmael series book 1 amazon com Nov 12 2022 daniel
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quinn author kirby heyborne narrator morgan freeman narrator 4 6 6 602
ratings see all formats and editions one of the most beloved and best
selling novels of spiritual adventure ever published ishmael has earned a
passionate following
ishmael by daniel quinn 9780553754223 penguinrandomhouse
Oct 11 2022 one of the most beloved and bestselling novels of spiritual
adventure ever published ishmael has earned a passionate following this
special twenty fifth anniversary edition features a new foreword and
afterword by the author
ishmael by daniel quinn daniel quinn free download Sep 10 2022
ishmael is a 1992 philosophical novel by daniel quinn the novel examines
the hidden cultural biases driving modern civilization and explores
themes of ethics sustainability and global catastrophe
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